Schell Trophy: upcoming for winning Tech sailors

(Continued from page 12)

Strenuous last race, was all any
guardian could have asked for. MIT
outpaced third behind Dartmouth and
Tufts: then they took two quick
sails and gained the lead around the
first and second marks, with Tufts
winning to second and Dartmouth to
third.

MIT vs Tufts

On the downwind leg Tufts and
MIT engaged in a spinnaker duel with
the Tech pulling ahead, then Tufts
edge down a puff to edge out Tech in
second at the third mark with
Dartmouth fourth. The fourth leg saw
Tech fall farther back to last with Tufts
and Dartmouth right ahead. This was
no easier than 100 yards from the
finish when McComb tacked out from
under the other two and picked up a
lot of hull speed to pass both just a few
yards on the line to finish third and
win the championship in a heart
stopper. The final standings: MIT 32,
Dartmouth 34, Tufts 34, BC 42, Yale
32, and U Maine 68.

Three other meets dominated New
England sailing action last weekend.
Notius Trophy at Kings Point, the
Tufts Nonagonal, and the Hoyt Trophy
at Brown. MIT participated in all, but
results were not available in time for
publication.

With the three wins the weekend
before at Harvard, Tufts, and Holy
Cross, the Tech sailors are eager and
ready for MIT's own Schell Trophy this
Saturday and Sunday.

John Kavazajian '72 leads a BU defender as he brings the ball down the field. The frosh kickers tied the Terriers 1-1 in Friday's game on Briggs field.

frosh sports

Thinclads top Williams, lose to Tufts

By Al Morgan

The freshman sports scene was relatively bright for Tech this past weekend. The soccer team snapped a four-game losing streak with a 1-1 tie with Boston University, while the cross-country team split its triangular meet with Tufts and Williams.

The soccer squad played their toughest match of the year through regulation and two five-minute overtimes before settling for a tie. Terje Schell, scoring was the second straight game, put Tech in front in the second quarter, but BU came back to tie in the third quarter. The action drew down for the remainder of the game, with neither team threatening to score. With a healthy, happy lineup, the engineers journeyed to Brown yesterday, before taking on Phillips Exeter and Phillips Andover later this week.

Tufts proved a formidable opponent in Saturday's meets, leading in with 19 points, while MIT had 43, and Williams was last with 61. Over the two and three-quarter mile course, Tufts took the first four places, paced by Ryan in a time of 14:09. MIT took fifth through seventh, with Chip Kirkball in 14:52; Craig Lewis, 14:55; and Rich Goldfish, 15:01. The result of this meet brings the team record to a respectable 4 wins and 4 losses, with only one more opponent, BU, to face.

IM council will look at 'points'

Thursday evening at 8:00 pm the intramural council will hash out the problems of living group representation and intramural points. On the issue of living group representation it is the current feeling of the council that having each dormitory represented by an individual while the IFC chooses three is not an accurate and reputable representation. Also, Inscomm must push for more student activism. "Inscomm is a benchwarmer," said Mr. Jacoby, UAP in 1953 and Director of Organizational studies at MIT. "Mr. Jacoby stated that the present concerns of Inscomm and the student body are a continuation of the problems of the 30's, which dealt with attempts to secure an active representation without a needless bureaucracy. "Inscomm is now dealing with the most superficial and piddling of questions of why more people aren't participating in existing organizations. The frustration felt by Inscomm in its search for a more meaningful experience for the resident body is being felt by MIT and every other college in the country."